
Key stage 1   Home  learning         Friday 21-5-20      music in numbers   

Today we are going to count, clap or play our instruments but we won’t need to write anything (unless it helps you to see the patterns)  

 

Can you make a little song out of the names of people you know?  Use your instruments and play the syllables. Count them up to see how 

many are in each line. E.g  

 

Mu- mmy, Mu-mmy ( 4)  

Jess-i-ca , Jess-i-ca ( 6)  

Bob, Bob , Bob ( 3)  

Un-cle Tim, Un-cle Tim (6)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Choose a favourite nursery rhyme or song that you know.  

Can you spot any patterns in the beats of each line?  

e.g  

I love the flowers 5 

I love the daffodils 6 

I love the mountains 5 

I love the rolling hills 6 

I love the fireside 5 

When the lights are low 5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

1. Count from 1 up to 20 by clapping or playing your instrument in a rhythm as you say the numbers.  

2. Next count to 20 again, but this time speak more loudly on the numbers in the two times table ( 2,4,6 etc) and quietly on the other numbers. 

3. Now clap or play the five times table  up to about 30, so this time you are clapping more loudly and speaking loudly on the multiples of five and quietly 

on the others. E.g ( 1,2,3,4,56,7,8,9,10 etc)  

4. You could do this with your mum or your brother or sister.  If one of you claps the twos in this way and one of you claps the fives, at the same time, can 

you predict what you would hear? 

Which numbers would be quiet? 

Which numbers would be fairly loud  ( because 1 person is speaking loudly) and which would be very loud ( because both of you are speaking loudly)? 

 

Now try it - what did you hear? 

Were you right? 

 

Choose another pair of tables and repeat what you have just done. 

How about the twos and tens? 

Why not try the fives and tens? 

Each time predict what you will hear before you clap - which numbers will be loud, which fairly loud and which quiet? 

 


